Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2019: TV celebs step out in the most glamorous outfits

The prestigious Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2019 saw the presence of several celebrities from the entertainment and glamour industry. Many TV celebs joined in to celebrate the best in the business. They stepped out in style for the gala event. Take a look at their super fashionable outing... (Photo: Instagram)
Asha Negi sported a two-toned gown with a deep neck. The black velvet made the outfit stand out. Asha tied her hair in a neat bun, and used dewy make-up to complete her look. (Photo: Instagram)

Gauahar Khan wore a champagne gold gown and the sequins on the dress made her look dazzling. The outfit's embroidered halter neck enhanced its sensual appeal. The actress tied her hair and opted for nude make-up. (Photo: Instagram)
Mommy-to-be Surveen Chawla flaunted her baby bump in a blue gown. It seemed to be the colour of the night as many celebs turned out wearing it in different styles. Surveen's earrings deserve a special mention as they were quite unique. (Photo: Yogen Shah)

Shama Sikander

"Yeh Meri Life Hai" fame Shama Sikander wore a stunning off-shoulder, teal grey gown. The flower pattern on the dress and her stylish braid set her apart. The actress looked refreshingly different. (Photo: Instagram)
06 /10 | Lopamudra Raut

Former Bigg Boss participant and beauty queen Lopamudra Raut wore a deep-blue coloured outfit with a thigh-high slit. Making the most of her off-shoulder gown, the actress matched her necklace with the colour of her dress. (Photo: Yogen Shah)

07 /10 | Radhika Madan

Meri Aashiqui Tum Se Hi fame Radhika Madan chose a fishtail gown. Unlike how the viewers and fans have seen her on-screen, the actress looked sexy in the figure-hugging outfit and kept her long locks straight. (Photo: Instagram)

08 /10 | Monica Dogra
The host of the evening Monica Dogra, who was also once a Khatron Ke Khiladi participant, wore an edgy gown by an international designer. In tones of grey and blue, Monica's style was truly 'hatke' on the red carpet. (Photo: Instagram)

Ankita Lokhande, who rose to fame with Ekta Kapoor's Pavitra Rishta, was seen in a studded and heavily embellished gown. The actress' make-up was pretty muted. She did not go heavy on accessorising her dress. (Photo: Yogen Shah)

Mrunal Thakur
Mrunal Thakur, who was seen in Kumkum Bhagya, looked dazzling in a shining black outfit. What made her look interesting were the contrasting pink pumps. The colour pop was noticeable and added spunk to her look. (Photo: Instagram)
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